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OUR ALL TIME FAVORITES

CLASSIC LINE
A better Quality of Life for everyone. All around the world people enthusi-
astically use - and have fun using Spülboy® with its ability to achieve hy-
gienically clean glasses. These perfect results allow the enjoyment of any 
beverage of choice - presented perfectly! The legendary manual glass 
washer of our CLASSIC LINE offers solutions to each individual demand. 
For all models of the Original Spülboy® there is no need for or waste of 
electricity and the fresh water used to operate Spülboy is used sparingly 
and efficiently. They are (trans)portable and soon you will be convinced by 
its simplicity and ease of use. Thousands of Spülboy units are been suc-
cessfully used all around the world.

SINCE 
2002

SHOP NOW! 
spuelboy.de 
 phone: +49 202 695320



 

The Legend! 
NEPTUN T2000 WITH TELESCOPE RINSING. 

Think twice! 
TWIN-GO T & TWIN-GO T PORTABLE

bayonet middle brush brush head

upper glass protection

upper valve

connection hose
easy clix

3/8“ connection

angle connection
easy clix

soft-pads

suction cup

brush stripe

infeed tube with 
back-flow preventer

glass protection ring

 
 

A UNIT WITH ONE CLEANING CANISTER AND AN OPEN POST RINSING SYSTEM
Simply to use, space saving and very easy to clean. 
Art. No. 1670

CONNECTION 
HOSE 
With an „Easy Click“ quick
coupling and 3/8“ thread. 
KTW proven appliance with a 
swivel connection on the base.

HYGIENIC DESIGN
Again no rough edges, corners 
or crevices. The patented 
closed base construction
ensures good hygiene and 
ease of cleanliness while 
corresponding the high stan-
dards required by the German 
DIN 6653-3 standard.

TWO STEP  
HEAD VALVE 
The patented two-step valve 
system for a perfect post 
rinse with fresh water. 
The glasses are rinsed inside 
only or inside and out at the 
same time depending on how 
far down you push the glass. 

THE TWO CANISTER SYSTEM WITH A CLOSED POST RINSING UNIT.
We recommend this unit in particular for flat leveled counter sinks. 
Art-No. 1550

SOFT PADS 
Perfectly protect 
glasses from shock 
or breakage. 

The Spülboy Neptun T2000 with its open rinsing system has prov-
en to be a very popular product. The clever precision of the water 
jets is indeed fun to watch! While using the telescopic post-rinser, 
fresh water automatically replenishes the wash canister section 
ensuring continuous freshness.  
It is also very suitable for small sinks and situations where space is 
an issue.

NEPTUN T2000 is legendary! The Twin-Go T Principle
The Allrounder! The Twin Go T model, with its double ring shower  
system gives you a powerful and robust rinse resulting in even 
better hygienic cleanliness. Furthermore, the strong 2-canister- 
system brings fresh water into the wash section as the telescopic 
post-rinser is used so that the wash water is frequently refreshed. 
All telescopic models are very suitable for glasses with a stem 
and base up to a height of 24cm which also get thoroughly rinsed.  

All Round Comfortable and Safe
All Spülboy Classic Line products are hand made in Germany 
with safety and comfort of use in mind. E.g. By using good 
quality suction feet the unit remains in position.  Also the soft 
rubber PVC canister rings as well as the soft pads protect 
against glass breakage. 

HYGIENIC DESIGN 
With no undesirable rough  
edges, corners or crevices, the 
sealed construction of the unit, 
which corresponds to regula- 
tion DIN 6653-3, enables simple 
maintenance and cleaning.  

DOUBLE RING 
SHOWER
Triggered by the weight 
of the glass, the double 
ring shower gives you 
extra high power to rinse 
the glass thoroughly 
giving you a 100% hy-
gienically clean result.

The models Neptun T2000, Twin-Go T and Twin-Go T 
portable are constructed according to DIN 6653-3 and 
fulfill by that the highest demands for hand operated glass 

cleaning systems.
All systems are equipped with water connection hoses approved 
by KTW or alternatively conform to DVGW regulations.

TWO STEP 
HEAD VALVE
The protected design of
the Two Step upper 
head valve ensures per-
fect post-rinsing. 
The glasses can eithe be
rinsed on the inside only 
(for dry/clean glasses or 
on the outside and inside 
simultaneously for nor-
mal rinsing after the wash.

CONNECTION 
HOSE 
With “Easy Click” you can con-
nect your Spuelboy in seconds. 
The ability of the connection 
to swivel allows it to be placed 
where you want it.  

With the Spülboy portable dual canister system you can combine 
the principals of reliability, mobility, flexibility, ease of use, cleanli-
ness and hygiene all in one.
The ingenious waste and fresh water refill system allows you to 
wash glasses quickly, hygienically and economically anywhere, 
without the use of a sink while getting 100% crystal clean results.

100 % Flexibility

When setting up the unit away 
from a sink all you need is a  
water supply.

Because of the waste water drain sys-
tem the Spülboy portable system does 
not necessarily need a counter sink. 



We do more! Our Classic Add On‘s
For decades the national and international Gastronomy industry rely on our professional 
products and related accessories – Made in Germany. 
We invite you to benefit from our responsive service through our „service minded“ team 
as well as our 10 year spare part availability guarantee. 

Schäfer Produkte GmbH 
Simonshöfchen 53 
42327 Wuppertal 
Germany
Phone: +49 202 69532-0
E-Mail info@spuelboy.de

CLASSIC GLASS  
CLEANING TABLETS

CLASSIC BRUSH  
SANITIZER POWDER

48 glass cleaning tabs for 192 
applications. Manifold tested. 
Independently certified and highly 
recommended.

1 kg box. Desinfection and Cleaning 
Maintenance for all Spülboy glass 
cleaning brushes.

Art-No. 2938 Art-No. 2910

CLASSIC  
BRUSH STRIPES
The dense bristles, made of 
high-quality polyamide plastic gran-
ting a longterm life period and best 
cleaning results.

Art-No. 3890

100 % Hygiene

BRUSH HEAD

BRUSH HEAD,  
LARGE HEAD VALVE

to ensure a hygienic and 
perfect glass rinsing.

for all bayonet middle brushes, a 
regular easy- peasy exchange is 
recommended.

With longer bristles for large glasses 
and rubberized spacer for the protec-
tion of bristles  
and glasses. 

CLASSIC  
MIDDLE BRUSH

Art-No. 3751 Art-No. 6046Art-No. 3861

Art-Nr. 3860
Art-No. 6060 grey

made of soft plastic to avoid  
glass damages. 

SHOCK PROTECTION
TELESCOPE RINSING

SHOCK PROTECTION 
RING

CLASSIC CONNECTION 
HOSE EASY CLIX
free-configurable for ½“, 3/8“ or ¾“ 
connection. For a safe and simple 
connection

made of soft plastic for glass 
protection

Neptun T, canister Ø 18 cms.
Art-No. 3930   
Twin-Go T, canister Ø 18 cms
Art-No. 3935 

cleans all glasses and pitches  
with a diameter up to 8 cms and  
an inner depth up to  
24 cms. An easy ex- 
change is supported  
by a half turn rotation  
of the bayonet- 
connection.

SHOP NOW! 
spuelboy.de 
 phone: +49 202 695320

Art-No. 5072 3/8“ standard  
connection
Art-No. 5089 1/2“ connection 
Art-No. 5081 3/4“ connection


